Partition functions of quantum critical systems, expressed as conformal thermal tensor networks, are defined on various manifolds which can give rise to universal entropy corrections. Through high-precision tensor network simulations of several quantum chains, we identify the universal entropy SK = ln k on the Klein bottle, where k relates to quantum dimensions of the primary fields in conformal field theory (CFT). Different from the celebrated Affleck-Ludwig boundary entropy ln g (g reflects non-integer groundstate degeneracy), SK has no boundary dependence or surface energy terms accompanied, and can be very conveniently extracted from thermal data. On the Möbius-strip manifold, we uncover an entropy SM = ln k with the non-orientable topology. We employ SK to accurately pinpoint the quantum phase transitions, even for those without local order parameters.
Partition functions of quantum critical systems, expressed as conformal thermal tensor networks, are defined on various manifolds which can give rise to universal entropy corrections. Through high-precision tensor network simulations of several quantum chains, we identify the universal entropy SK = ln k on the Klein bottle, where k relates to quantum dimensions of the primary fields in conformal field theory (CFT). Different from the celebrated Affleck-Ludwig boundary entropy ln g (g reflects non-integer groundstate degeneracy), SK has no boundary dependence or surface energy terms accompanied, and can be very conveniently extracted from thermal data. On the Möbius-strip manifold, we uncover an entropy SM = ln k with the non-orientable topology. We employ SK to accurately pinpoint the quantum phase transitions, even for those without local order parameters.
Introduction.-Quantum critical point (QCP) expands to a finite regime at T > 0, where the thermal properties exhibit intriguing universal features [1] . For d dimensional quantum critical systems, there emerges conformal symmetry in the partition function defined on d + 1 manifold (Euclidean worldsheet), described by the conformal field theory (CFT) [2, 3] . The partition functions can be expressed as thermal tensor networks (TTNs) [4] [5] [6] , which provides a powerful tool exploring finite-temperature properties of exotic thermal matter near QCPs, e.g., extracting universal data to identify the corresponding CFTs.
According to 2D CFT, for the quantum critical chain with a torus worldsheet, i.e., periodic boundary condition (PBC) on both L and β directions , where 0 is a non-universal constant and v is the speed of "light" [7, 8] . Besides the torus, in the seminal paper Ref. [10] . Finding more universal data for characterizing CFTs is always interesting and constitute an important topic in studying QCPs.
Two-dimensional CFT on non-orientable surfaces (like the Möbius strip, crosscap, and the Klein bottle) have been considered in string theory, where the quotient of the original CFT by the worldsheet parity symmetry, i.e., orientifold, has been discussed [11] . In condensed matter theory, the exploration of universal thermal data is mainly restricted on the torus and the cylinder manifolds [7, 9, 12] , while non-orientable topologies are rarely discussed [13] . Until lately, Tu proposes the existence of a universal entropy in 2D CFT on a Klein bottle [14] .
In this work, we consider critical quantum chains defined on two non-orientable manifolds. We show numerically that there exists on the Klein bottle [see Fig. 1(c) ] a universal zero-point entropy S K = ln k, where k = a d a /D sums over all quantum dimensions d a of CFT primary fields (with D = a d 2 a the total quantum dimension) [14] . We also study the antiferromagnetic (AF) Ising chain where the reflection parity of CFT fields has a significant influence, leading to various Klein entropies related to quantum dimensions of CFT primaries. Intriguingly, on a Möbius-strip worldsheet [ Fig. 1(f) ], we disclose a distinct entropy correction S M = from the peculiar topology of a Möbius strip. Furthermore, we show that the universal entropy can be employed to pinpoint QCPs including the conventional quantum phase transitions, as well those beyond the symmetry-breaking paradigm.
Models and tensor network methods.-Three critical spin chains, i.e., the spin-1/2 transverse-field Ising (TFI) model
); and the spin-1 Blume-Capel (BC) chain [15, 16] [17, 18] . The quantum criticality of the TFI model is described by the c = 1/2 Ising CFT with three primary fields I, σ, ψ whose quantum dimensions are d I = 1, d σ = √ 2, and d ψ = 1, respectively. The XY chain is described by a U(1) 4 compactified boson field [19, 20] , four Abelian primary fields are all of dimension one. The spin-1 BC model has an emergent superconformal CFT at the tricritical point, and is with
In the following, we employ TTNs on various manifolds to investigate thermal properties near these QCPs. Notably, tensor networks are currently utilized as a versatile and powerful means to extract universal CFT data like the conformal central charge c, scaling dimensions (h,h), and operator-product expansion coefficients [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In our simulations, two specific approaches are adopted: the linearized tensor renormalization group (LTRG) [4, 5] and the series-expansion TTN (SETTN) algorithms [6] .
LTRG, based on a checkerboard world-line TTN [Figs. 1(a,b)], was proposed in Ref. 4 firstly for infinite-size systems and adapted to finite-size chains later [5] . We cool down the system by successively projecting e −τ hij to a matrix product operator (MPO) representation of the density matrix ρ [ Fig.  1(g) ], where h ij is the local Hamiltonian and τ is a small discritization slice (τ = 0.025 in the present study). SETTN is a discritization-error-free method exploiting the Taylor expansion ρ(β) = e −βH =
Ncut n=0
(−β) n n! H n , which can be used to calculate both OBC and PBC chains very conveniently, by exploiting efficient MPO representations of H n [6] . In practical calculations, both methods agree very well with each other in all cases explored. Note that although the computation of critical systems is in general challenging, as will be shown below, the thermal states employed in extracting universal data are adequate at relatively high temperatures and thus χ 200 ∼ 300 bond states well suffice. Besides numerics, Ising and XY chains can be solved analytically on the torus and the Klein bottle [14] , in addition to which the XY chain on the cylinder and the Möbius-strip also have closedform expressions, providing valuable benchmarks and useful complements (see Secs. I and II in Supplementary Material for more details of related TTN algorithms and analytical solutions).
Spatial reflection and universal Klein entropy.-A direct trace Tr[ρ(β))] results in the torus or the cylinder partition function, which can be implemented by contracting the two physical indices attached to the same site, like 1 with 1 , 2 with 2 , etc, as shown in Fig. 1(h) . On the contrary, a twisted trace Tr[Pρ(β)] corresponds to the Klein-bottle or the Möbius-strip partition function, where P is a spatial reflection operation mapping i → L − i + 1 in a chain of length L. In practice, we fold the MPO from the middle and contract corresponding indices, like 2 with 3 , and 2 with 3, etc, all the way from the center to both ends, as shown in Fig. 1(i) .
We start with the critical TFI chain, and show in Fig. 2 (a) ln Z T on the torus, which is linear in L (with gradients varying with β), and the intercepts are all zero [inset of Fig. 2(a) ]. In Fig. 2(b) , on the contrary, ln Z K on the Klein bottle shows a nonzero intercept S 0 [inset of Fig. 2(b) ]. S 0 's are collected and plotted versus β in Fig. 3(a) , which very well converge to 0.53480 (2) ln (1 + √ 2/2) even at high temperatures (T /|J| ∼ 0.2)! This universal entropy is related to the emergent Ising CFT, where the normalized sum of quantum dimensions is k = (
, and the Klein entropy S K = ln k. This motivating observation of nonzero residual entropy can be understood from the Klein-bottle partition function [14] ,
Different from the well-known AL entropy which depends on the conformal boundary conditions (and is always accompanied with a surface energy), S K is easy to be extracted numerically by extrapolations or by estimating ratios in quantum Monte Carlo [27] . Reflection parity in the AF Ising, XY, and the tricritical Ising models.-From the CFT perspective, only nonchiral CFT fields those are symmetric under the spatial relfection P contribute to (the universal part of) Z K . The reason has a topology origin: if we evolve a left mover along the Euclidean-time direction on the nonorientable worldsheet, it changes to an orthorgonal right mover and the Boltzmann weights does not enter the partition function. Therefore, only symmetric states |η at momentum q = 0 and π contribute (note that π and −π represent essentially the same lattice momentum). In the FM TFI, all relevant fields are at momentum q = 0 and have the same reflection parity, leading to
2 ). However for the AF TFI, in Fig. 3 (b), TTN simulations show that S 0 converges to ln (1 − √ 2/2) and ln √ 2/2, on chains of even and odd lengths, respectively. To understand these special values of residual entropies, we perform exact diagnalization (ED) and show the rescaled gap
with n,n integers, h =h the (holomorphic and antiholomorphic) scaling dimensions [18, 28] , and E 0 the ground-state energy. For even-length AF chains, we observe that the primary field σ and its descendents at q = π have odd instead of even parity, which amount to a minus sign before d σ in the sum
. As for oddlength, I and ψ fields move towards (but not equal to) π [see 2 . These two different universal entropies are also remarkable, and from the latter (odd-length AF chain) one directly reads out the quantum dimension of σ field, as d σ = √ 2. In Fig. 3(b) , we present the results of S K for the spin-1/2 XY and the tricritical spin-1 BC quantum chains. For the XY chain, S K saturates to ln 2 as predicted by U(1) 4 CFT, and agrees perfectly with the analytical solution [ Fig. 3 (c) ]. Also in Fig. 3(b) , we show the spin-1 BC chain results at the tricritical point, where the large-scale simulations using LTRG and SETTN mutually agree and are both in very good accordance with the CFT prediction 0.854258. The ED spectra of the XY and spin-1 BC chains reveal that the primary fields are at q = 0 and all relevant CFT fields are of the same parity, Cylinder and Möbius-strip worldsheets.-Next, we discuss the cylinder and the Möbius partition functions. Residual entropies of the TFI and the XY OBC chains are shown in Fig. 4 , with free and fixed boundaries, respectively. For AL entropy S AL = ln g in the TFI case, g = 1 for free boundaries, and g = g 1 g 2 = 1/2 for fixed boundaries on both ends. Due to the open boundaries, two linear fittings are performed to extract S 0 : extrapolate ln Z C,M versus L to evaluate the boundary partition functoin ln z b (β) and then estimate the intercept by fitting ln z b (β) by −βe s + S 0 . In Fig. 4(a) , we show the extrapolated S 0 for the TFI on the cylinder and the Möbius strip with free boundary. The cylinder intercepts vanish as T → 0 (since g = 1), while the Möbius entropy converges to a nonzero universal value
, exactly one-half of S K on the Klein bottle. For fixed boudary (i.e., switching on boundary magnetic field h b S x 1(L) , with h b = 10 in practice), we observe that S AL = − ln 2 [ Fig. 4(b) ], and the Möbius entropy S M = −0.0793 (3) [− ln 2 + ln (1 + √ 2
2 )]/2, i.e., . The XY chain is described by a free boson field with compactification radius R = (4π) −1/2 , and thus the fac- [30, 31] . The exact data and nu- merical results are shown in Fig. 4 (c) , which agree very well with each other. Notably, the former provides our best estimate S M = 0.346572(1) for the XY-chain Möbius entropy, which equals Therefore, based on the high-precision numerics and analytical solutions, we propose that the Möbius partition function of a critical system is
where ln z
Notably, this formula has a straight interpretation in terms of topology: The 1 2 factor before ln g can be related to the fact that there exists only one open edge in the Möbius strip (instead of two edges on the cylinder), and the 1 2 factor before ln k reflects that a Klein bottle consists of two Möbius strips. To be more concrete, we can virtually "cut" the Klein bottle along a vertical line [see Fig. 1(a) ], and rejoin the two parts [shown in Fig. 1(j) , note the horizontal flip of the lower piece] in a way such that the Klein surface is "massaged" into a flat cylinder with two crosscap boundaries, each contributes one-half Klein entropy [32] . Similarly, the Möbius strip, after "cutting" along a central line, does not break into two disjoint pieces but becomes a flat cylinder of size 1 2 L × 2β, as shown in Fig.1(k) . Only one open edge (contributing 1 2 ln g boundary entropy) and one crosscap boundary ( 1 2 ln k twist entropy). In addition, the factor 1/24 in the bulk term in Eq. (2) also has a simple topology origin: on the 1 2 L × 2β "cylinder", the bulk CFT correction should be
Accurate determination of quantum phase transition point.-One interesting application of the universal entropy is to pinpoint the QCPs from finite-temperature calculations, and it applies to both conventional symmetry-breaking quantum phase transitions and beyond. In Fig. 5 we demonstrate it with a Kitaev spin chain [33] 
, with a QCP at J 2 /J 1 = 1, separating two disordered phases with distinct hidden string orders (while without any local order parameter) [34] . In Fig. 5 (a) , we show the results of system sizes L = 4n (with integer n) and find S 0 changes from 0 (for J 2 < 1) continuously to ln 2 (J 2 > 1). S 0 converges rapidly to the universal value ln (1 +
2 ) at J 2 /J 1 = 1, indicating an emergent Ising CFT, i.e., the same universality class as critical TFI. The S 0 − J 2 curves in Fig. 5 show a cross point right at J 2 /J 1 = 1 (the inset zooms in the regime near QCP). For L = 4n + 2, we observe that the peak of S 0 reaches the universal value ln (1 +
2 ) right at J 2 /J 1 = 1 and singles out the QCP [see the inset of Fig. 5  (b) ], while in two disordered phases S 0 = ln √ 2. Therefore, we propose that the residual entropy remarkably serves as a tool to determine QCP from thermal date at relatively high temperatures, even when local order parameters are absent. Compared to standard techniques in quantum Monte Carlo (like computing Binder ratios), the universal entropy scheme achieves better accuracy, and demands significantly less resource.
Note the nonzero values of S 0 in both disordered phases are also very meaningful. They can be integer (2 for J 2 /J 1 > 1 with L = 4n) or even non-integer ( √ 2 for both J 2 /J 1 > 1 and < 1 with L = 4n + 2), the latter reflects the "topological" degeneracy on the Klein bottle related to Majorana zero modes [35] living on the effective "boundary" [ Fig. 1(j) ].
Conclusions and outlook.-We demonstrate, by thermal tensor network simulations, the existence of universal entropy corrections on nonorientable manifolds. The residual entropies can only select universal values related with the quantum dimensions of CFT primary fields , i.e., S K = ln k and S M = 1 2 (ln k + ln g) on the Klein bottle and the Möbius strip, respectively. These novel universal entropies reflect non-integer "groundstate" degeneracy of a critical quantum chain, and can be applied to accurately locate QCP from finite temperatures.
It is interesting to note that via AdS/CFT correspondence, the conformal TTN approaches, as well as the revealed universal entropies S K and S M , might also find their applications in black hole entropy studies, where the holographic dual is right a thermal CFT [36, 37] . Last but not least, we notice that there are some recent works on partial reflection in symmetry-protected topological state to characterize topolgoical orders [38, 39] , and expect that there also exist universal Klein or Möbius (entanglement) entropies in the partially twisted ground states in quantum critical chains.
Supplemental Materials: Conformal Thermal Tensor Networks and Universal Entropy on Topological Manifolds SECTION I FINITE-TEMPERATURE RENORMALIZATION GROUP APPROACHES
In the numerical simulations of 1+1D quantum critical systems, we adopt two different thermal tensor network (TTN) techniques, namely, the linearized tensor renormalization group (LTRG) [S1, S2] and the series-expansion thermal tensor network (SETTN) [S3] . Here we briefly recapitulate these two approaches, as well as the their adaptation for the calculations on nonorientable manifolds like the Klein bottle or the Möbius strip. In the following, we mainly focus on quantum chains with periodic boundary condition (PBC), i.e., the torus or the Klein bottle. The cylinder and Möbius strip calculations are quite similar, and without special care taken on the long-range interaction term between the first and last sites due to PBC.
The main procedure of LTRG is illustrated in Fig. S1 (see Ref. S2 for more details on the finite-size LTRG and its bilayer generalization), where the themodynamics are calculated within a discrete Euclidean path integral via the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition [S4, S5] , and the density matrix (as a matrix product operator, MPO) can be evolved by projecting local evolution gates e −τ hij [ Fig. S1 Fig. S1 (d)] . The swap gate G s , as illustrated in Fig. S1 (g), exchanges two physical indices and is a unitary gate. Take the spin-1/2 chain as an example, G s is a four-by-four matrix with nonzero elements
Through the imaginary-time evolution, we obtain the matrix product density matrix at inverse temperature β.
To obtain the partition function on the torus or the Klein-bottle manifold, one can perform a direct [ Fig. 1 (g) ] or a twisted trace [ Fig. 1 (i) ]. Besides the LTRG calculations, we also adopt the series-expansion thermal tensor network (SETTN), which employs the Taylor expansion of density matrix e −βH and is essentially free of Trotter error [S3] . The main idea is illustrated in Fig. S2 , and note that the calculation of partition function on orientable (non-orientable) manifolds amounts to a series of direct(twisted) tensor traces of H n terms: ln Z(β) = N n=0 ω n (β)Tr(OH n ), where O is identity (spatial reflection P) for the direct(twisted) trace, and ω obeys the Poisson distribution.
SETTN is very accurate and flexible algorithm for finite-temperature calculations, and the long-range interaction term can also be treated very conveniently [S6, S7] . In the present case, there exists a long-range coupling due to PBC, which need to be encoded in the MPO representation of the total Hamiltonian. Take the transverse-field Ising (TFI) model H = i (−S 
, where s, d run over the local physical dimension.
Since the quantum chain is with OBC, A tensor at the first site has a single left index (chosen as "1"), and the last tensor has a single right index (fixed as "3"). For PBC Hamiltonian, an additional channel is needed: A MPO representations for the other two models considered in the present work are as follows. For PBC XY chain, MPO representation is of bond dimension χ = 6, with A tensors: A n /n!.
SEC. II ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE XY QUANTUM CHAIN ON THE CYLINDER AND THE MÖBIUS MANIFOLDS
In this section, we provide the analytical expressions of XY-chain partition functions on various manifolds including the cylinder and the Möbius strip.
A. cylinder partition function
For OBC Hamitonian
where the Jordon-Wigner transformation and
is exploited. We apply the stationary wave expansion
to express the Hamiltonian as a free fermions chain as
where the dispersion relation k = − cos( kπ L+1 ). Straightforwardly, the cylinder partition function of the XY chain is
B. Möbius-strip partition function
The Möbius-strip partition function can be evaluated following similar line developed in the cylinder case, while we need to consider the effect of spatial reflection operator (P) on fermion operators d † k .
Then we consider the effect of P on a many-fermion state in the occupation number representation
where the factor (−1) N (N −1)/2 appears since we bring all parity operators Q across {d † } operators to right before the vaccumm (Q = 1 there), and n k = 0, 1 with k = 1, · · · , L. Therefore, the partition function can be evaluated as
where {n k } means summing over all possible occupations of n k . To simplify the above equation, we notice that if N = odd, (−1)
We can calculate the partition functions in even and odd sectors,
where we have employ the trick that the sum of the even and odd N sectors recover an uncontraint sum and thus we can exchange the order of 
(1
Finally, the Möbius-strip partition function is
SEC. III ENERGY SPECTRA AND EIGENSTATE PARITY
In this section, we provide more details on energy spectra obtained from exact diagonalization (ED). Note that the parity (P) and the momentum (T ) operators both commute with the Hamiltonian H, however they do not commute with each other and the eigenstates might not have well-defined parity and momentum at the same time. We diagonalize H in such a way that every eigenstate |e q has a well-defined energy and momentum q [as shown in Fig. S3(a) ], and evaluate the parity by calculating the expectation value P = e q |P|e q in the common eigenvectors of {H, T }. Fig. S3(a,b) displays the spectra of the ferromangetic TFI model and the spin-1 Blume-Capel chain at the tricritical point, where the spectra of even-and odd-site chains show similar behaviors: P = 1 for all primary and descendant fields at q = 0 sector, and P = 0 for quantum states with 0 < q < π. In the FM Ising case, the symmetric states entering the Klein-bottle partition function are of positive parity at k = 0, and the negative-parity states at k = π (marked by red) do not contribute due to its constant energy even in L → ∞. To show these states as high-energy states and are irrelevant in low-temperature properties, we plot the excitation energy (∆E = E − E g , E g is the groundstate energy) in Figs. S3(c) . In the plot, there exist two kinds of states showing distinct behaviors as L enlarges, i.e., CFT fields with excitation energy decreasing inversely proportional with L [∆E = 2πv L (h +h + n +n)] and states with constant excitation energy (remaining in the high energy sectors as the circles indicate). The contributions of the latter to low-temperature properties, which we are only interested in, will be exponentially suppressed and are thus irrelevant as T → 0. Figure S3(d) shows the rescaled excitation energies of the AF Ising (of even length), where we see clearly that the odd-parity states are CFT fields. These states enter the Klein-bottle partition function, resulting in a different residual entropy, i.e., S 0 = ln (1 − √ 2/2). In Fig. S3(e) , the rescaled spin-1 Blume-Capel model at the tricritical point [S8, S9] is shown, where the states with odd parity (red circles in Fig. S3(b) are irrelevant high-energy states.
SEC. IV ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF QUANTUM CRITICAL POINTS BY THE KLEIN TWIST
As a useful application, we use the Klein-bottle entropy to identify QCPs from thermal data. Firstly, we calculate the Kleinbottle entropy S K of a transverse-field Ising model H = i −S x i S x i+1 −hS z i on the Klein-bottle worldsheet. Following the same computational scheme described in the main text, we linearly extrapolate ln Z K with system sizes L and obtain the intercepts S 0 (shown in Fig. S4 ).
Note that in the calculations, we tune the transverse fields h from 0.1 to 0.9, and put an emphasis in the regime (0.4 ≤ h ≤ 0.6) near the known QCP h c = 0.5. In the ferromagnetic phase (h h c = 0.5) S 0 approaches ln 2 which reflects the two-fold degeneracy in the magnetic ordered phase. As magnetic fields increase, and S 0 violates ln 2 due to finite value of β, and eventually converges to ln 1 = 0 deep in the paramagnetic phase (where the ground state is unique). It is especially interesting to study the intercepts S 0 in cases with h around the critical value h c . Fig. S4 shows that on the left-hand side (h < h c ) S 0 increases as temperatures get lower (β's are larger), since the (two-fold) degenerate groundstate contributes greater to the residual entropy as the temperature decreases. According to similar arguments, we can understand that when h > h c the residual entropy S 0 gets smaller (and eventually S 0 = 0) as T → 0. At h = h c , since S 0 converges quite fast versus β and saturates to S K = ln (1 + √ 2/2) as β ≥ 5 [seen from Fig. 2 (c) in the main text]. Due to the different behaviors in the gapped and the critical regimes, we can pinpoint the QCP by the intersection point in S 0 curves. As shown in inset of Fig. S4 , the intersection point converges very well even for even at intermediate temperatures β = 7 ∼ 10. Intersection points provide a very good estimate of QCP, where h c 's are estimated as 0.501, 0.5004, 0.50015, from the pairwise β = 7, 8, β = 8, 9, and β = 9, 10 curves, respectively. Compared to Binder ratio method in quantum Monte Carlo, the system size L and inverse temperature β produce results with similar accuracy (∼0.4985) needs to be as large as β = L = 80 ∼ 100, which demands clearly more computational resources. Therefore, we think this approach is a very practical way determining QCP without prior knowledge on the order parameter reflecting symmetry breaking, from relatively "high"-temperature thermal data.
Next . As shown in Fig. 5 of the main text, we provide numerical results on the QPT between two disordered phases without any local order parameter, where the universal entropy can also be used to accurately pinpoint the QCP. The universal entropy S K = ln (1 + √ 2/2) right at the QCP is the same as the TFI chain, reflecting the fact that this QPT belongs to the same universality class as the Ising transition.
In addition, the residual entropies in the two disordered phases are also interesting, which reflects the "topological" degeneracy related with Majorana zero modes. As shown in Fig. S5 (a) , the Kitaev spin chain can be mapped to a Majorana chain, coupled by J 1 (J 2 ) on odd (even) bonds. When the central line (about which the spatial reflection takes place) intersects a pairing bond, one gets additional ln √ 2 residual entropy. In (b), when J 1 = 0 and J 2 = 1, the reflection line cuts two pairing bonds and results in a residual entropy of ln 2; while for J 1 = 1 and J 2 = 0, no paring bond is "cut" and thus S 0 = 0. Therefore, this residual entropy counts the pairing bonds intersected by the reflection axis. This counting rule can be understood as following: although there exist no open edges which host true edge modes, the Klein bottle manifold has two effective boundaries due to the twist. When the reflection involves virtual edge modes by "cutting" the pairing bond, rejoining the worldsheet, and exposing the Majoranas to the effective boundaries [ Fig. 1(j , which also suggests a non-integer residual degeneracy.
